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A FREE Newsletter During Lockdown        No. 5    Friday 29 May  

Highlands not yet back open for visitors says 
Finnie 

Green MSP for the Highlands and Islands has welcomed the 
First Minister’s announcement of a roadmap out of lockdown, 
but warned that for now the Highlands must remain closed to 
visitors.  

The Scottish Government has signalled its intention to begin a 
phased end to lockdown restrictions on the 28th May, but 
restrictions on travel, tourism and hospitality businesses are 
likely to remain for sometime to come. 

The Green MSP has previously issued calls for short-term let 
operators throughout the Highlands to stop taking bookings 
throughout the crisis and for people with second homes in the 
region to stay away for now. 

Mr Finnie said: “The risk of overwhelming health services in 
remote and rural communities throughout the Highlands 
remains very real and would be exacerbated by an influx of 
tourism from the rest of the country. I would therefore implore 
those with second properties to please stay away until we can 
be sure the threat from this deadly virus has passed.” 

See back page: Scottish Govt’s Phase 1 for easing lockdown. 

 
 
 

 
 

Lochbroom Community Update radio, 96.8 & 102.2 FM 

Mon-Fri @ 09.03, repeated 16:40, Sat 09.10 

If you have access to the internet, the free Ullapool News 
website is currently a slightly extended version of its usual 
format: www.theullapoolnews.co.uk 

THE ULLAPOOL NEWS RETURNS! 
Plans are afoot for the Ullapool News to re-start publication from Friday 5 June.  Following Government guidelines, we 
have in place the required measures for the safety of our staff.  We will, of course, expect anyone calling at the Ullapool 
News office to respect the same advice as elsewhere. 

We have been very grateful to have had the support of Ullapool Community Trust which, through a grant they accessed 
from the North Highland Initiative Community Fund, enabled us to produce the free weekly newsletter during lockdown.  
Not that lockdown has ended: only the first tentative steps are being considered by the Scottish Government (see the 
back page) and we are being urged to continue the careful handwashing, sanitising and social distancing in order to keep 
this area safe.  The wearing of face coverings will become increasingly common and we hope to publish information in the 
Ullapool News about the correct and most effective way to use these.   

We would like to thank all the outlets for taking the newsletters: Tesco, Lochbroom Hardware, Lochbroom Filling Station, 
Parlett’s—and a special thanks to Allister for popping one into his grocery and newspaper deliveries, the Parish Hub, 
Lochbroom Community Hub, Achiltibuie Stores, Port A Bhaigh Stores, Laide Post Office and to Greg Allen and Bill Smith 
via Rapson’s bus for taking the newsletters to Lochinver.  Thanks too to anyone who has been shopping for neighbours 
who has picked up a newsletter at the same time! 

Thank you to our contributors for sending their feel-good letters and ideas for what to do in lockdown and other items, 
including Jill and Paul, Stephen Keeler, Steve Boyle, Paul Copestake.  Apologies for being unable to squeeze in more of 
your offerings! 

So, as from Friday 5 June, we will be able to accept advertising as usual, as well as print more reports etc!  We look 
forward to welcoming back our regular advertisers and any new ones!  Please see inside for details of costs and how to 
send items for inclusion in the Ullapool News. 

Eds 

NB  Apologies that the wrong telephone number 
for Achiltibuie Stores was listed in last week’s 

Still Open column. 
Please correct it to read 01854 622 496 

New Booklet 

Ullapool and the North 

A historical round trip from Ullapool, featuring 
Commander Vyner, Jackie Boa on 1940s Isle Martin, A 
Raid on Langwell, Coigach resistance, Elphin & 
Knockan successes, Clashmore & the King of Scourie, 
Assynt & Strathnaver clearances, Carbisdale Castle, 
Sutherland and Cromartie families, Littleferry 1746, 
Croick tragedy, Big Wallace & the Year of the Sheep, 
Seaforths at Brahan, Braemore, Inverlael, Leckmelm 
defiance, Robert Urquhart, and the Lochbroom 
community. E-copy from dmshaw89@btinternet.com - 
free, please give donation to the Parish Hub. Printed 
copy £2.50, please ask at Parletts. 

mailto:dmshaw89@btinternet.com


 
LETTERS 

 

Dear Editors & readers, me again! 

Hello Discerning Ullapudlians (& Jill,) more “look on 
the brighter side” observations on contemporary life from me 
if I may? 

A thank you to fellow letter writer Jill for the much 
appreciated & very revealing letter she sent to me…detailing 
something we have in (none too) common! 

This week I refer to a 350 km journey we made in 
New Zealand’s South Island in 2004. We travelled from the 
remote, rugged, huge beached Greymouth to the bus & rail 
terminus at Picton to catch the ferry to Wellington. The 
appropriately named (& cheaper) Atomic Shuttle greeted us. 
We were expecting a small (but proper) coach for the 5+ 
hour trek…we saw instead a challengingly small white 
Toyota Hiace, a large pile of bags/rucksacks & four other 
passengers! Our driver decided that we “didn’t need the 
trailer as there was room enough inside!” (One passenger, a 
large chap occupied a double seat with his more than ample 
posterior while the other 6 of us squeezed together on the 
remaining seats amid much luggage.)  

As we set off our cheery driver announced that we 
would be “picking up another passenger a bit further on” & 
we should “leave a space for him & his dog!” We journeyed 
north east along empty roads (several river crossings used 
bizarre single track combined road & rail bridges) through a 
landscape like Ross-shire on steroids. After an hour we 
stopped at a bus stop to pick up a cowboy attired folksinger 
with a waistcoat & hat John Wayne would kill for, his small 
bag, acoustic guitar, white stick & guide dog (he was also 
blind). The “squeeze” squeezed good naturedly more…the 
jovial singer smiled & hummed…his gorgeous Labrador 
behaved splendidly (as did our Gregor) a regular journey for 
them both…their “tour bus?” We made a small (16km) 
diversion so our driver could pick-up his “wages” from a 
previous gig on his behalf! When we arrived at Picton (with 
enhanced achy sardine empathy) a notice informed us that 
all ferry crossings were cancelled due to predicted storms!
   

 Carry on doing the good deeds, don’t fall off & 
notice when you are recipients of the same & smile… 

Bide Cheerful noo 

Yours Sincerely WoolyPaul (again) 

Highland Charity Assessing How to Welcome 
Customers Back 

High Life Highland (HLH) is pleased that the pre-emptive 
work staff have been undertaking during the current COVID-
19 lockdown period is very much in line with the Scottish 
Government’s route map for emerging from the crisis. This 
means no time will be lost as preparations are made for 
welcoming customers back to its locations at the appropriate 
moment. 

The charity closed the doors to all its premises in line with 
government guidelines in March. With the exception of a 
handful of venues hosting The Highland Council’s 
Community Hubs, all locations have remained closed during 
this period and over 1,300 HLH staff have been placed on 
furlough leave. 

Speaking after the First Minister’s announcement, Steve 
Walsh, HLH Chief Executive said, referring to the route 
map: “The vast majority of services operated by HLH would 
appear to fall into phase three, therefore allowing us 
additional time to do what we can to prepare our sites for 
the necessary social distancing and increased hygiene 
requirements that will be put in place in line with the 
government guidance. 

“We would also wish to thank those who have been able to 
continue contributing their monthly subscriptions in order to 
allow the ongoing developments during lockdown whilst we 
get ourselves prepared and into a position to re-open our 
sites in line with the published route map. 

“Prior to the pandemic, it was clear that many people didn’t 
realise High Life Highland is a charity registered in Scotland 
dependent on members and donations to support delivery of 
all our services.  

During lockdown, the Charity’s teams have put together an 
engaging range of online content to support the health and 
wellbeing of people living in the Highlands during the Covid-
19 pandemic including: online classes and a range of free 
newspapers, books and interactive archive sessions 
suitable for all. For details of all activities, with clickable links 
to the resources, visit: https://www.highlifehighland.com/
leisure/online-resource/  

                                                                      

Weather for Tuesday 19th May – Monday 25th May 

Max temp 23.8C =75F min temp 8.2C = 47F 

A mixed week then. Wednesday saw the headline temp figure of 
24C but thereafter temperatures on the cooler side.  It was mostly 
dry with the exception of Friday and Saturday when we had some 
very heavy rain, but nowhere near as heavy as some areas in the 
Highlands. 

As said temperatures were still not that great and it was too early to 
be casting clouts. Indeed, last year we reported that the annual 
clout casting ceremony was very much under attended and was 
unlikely to continue unless better support could be found.  Due to 
the current situation the event had to be cancelled but in reality it 
could have gone ahead as the number of entrants would have 
guaranteed that a social distancing of 6ft wouldn’t have been an 
issue, indeed the length of Shore St would have been the measure 
of the distancing available. 
Note to the editors. The annual clout casting ceremony is where the 
unattached young ladies of the parish cast clouts into the rising sun 
on Shore St.  Later, with changing trends it was opened to young 
gentlemen as well but unfortunately never managed to quite 
capture the days where there was a ballot for a coveted place. 

SB  

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 

ROSS 

Annie 

Annie's family would like to thank you all for your support, 
kindness and messages of sympathy after the passing of 
our dear Mam and Granny. 

We are truly grateful to Mam's friends and neighbours for 
their friendship, kindness and support. She was thankful to 
have you all and to be so well looked after.  Also, thanks to 
André, Linda and staff from Lochbroom House and all at 
Ullapool Health Centre for your care. 

Grateful thanks to Rev. Seoras Mackenzie for his warm 
tribute. Also, to Richard Ross and Scott Irvine for their 
guidance and support and finally to everyone that took the 
time to stand on the street and in the cemetery on such a 
wet day.  It was truly heartwarming and gave us such great 
comfort. 



ONLINE WORLD PREMIERE OF SCOTTISH 
OPERA’S NEW SHORT FILM THE 

NARCISSISTIC FISH 
On June 18, Scottish Opera is premiering The Narcissistic 
Fish, a new 12-minute film that is a collaboration between 
Scottish Opera’s Composer in Residence Samuel Bordoli, 
Scottish poet and novelist Jenni Fagan (The Panopticon) 
and Scottish Opera’s in-house filmmaker, Antonia Bain. 

Set in the kitchen of a restaurant called The Narcissistic 
Fish, in the Leith area of Edinburgh, the opera tells the story 
of the stormy relationship between chefs Angus, Kai and 
Belle, and touches on the themes of narcissism, gender 
bias and class. The concept of the film was first conceived 
by Antonia and Samuel two years ago, who had the idea of 
creating a narrative set in a commercial kitchen. 

To watch The Narcissistic Fish on June 18, visit 
www.scottishopera.org.uk 

Thanks go to everyone in the Scottish Opera Team, 
Scottish Opera Emerging Artists Benefactors, Idlewild Trust, 
Scottish Opera’s New Commissions Circle and Andrew 
Lockyer for their assistance in making the film.  

  

Creative writing at the Macphail Centre 

WRITING ASSIGNMENT  9 

by Stephen Keeler 

Even professional writers use creative writing exercises 

from time-to-time. I would write very little if I didn’t read a 

lot, and it is from my reading that I often find a spark that 

sets me off writing something entirely of my own. I collect 

expressions and phrases which appeal to me, in my writer’s 

notebook.  

    The most recent half-sentence I have just scribbled into 

my notebook comes from an essay on Kashmir. It speaks 

to me. I don’t yet know what I’ll do with it or whether I’ll 

ever use it. Perhaps it speaks to you, too. Use the following 
quotation from Water Music – Kashmir, 1944, by Rumer 

Godden, as the opening to a short story, a poem or a 

biographical sketch: 

 “All my life I have breakfasted early and, if possible, 

out of doors.” 

Other suggestions:  

Write a short descriptive piece entitled, ‘Breakfast’. 

Write a poem set at breakfast time. 

Write a scene from a story, set at the breakfast table. 

Write a description of your perfect breakfast. 
 
 

NYCOS Mini Music Makers moves online 

NYCOS Mini Music Makers classes have moved online 
following a successful run of trial sessions. 

These online sessions for babies, toddlers and young 
children use singing, movement and play to support 
cognitive, language and motor skills. The emphasis is on 
fun: tickling games, bouncing songs and lullabies which 
bring music to life. 

NYCOS Head of Creative Learning, Carole Allen, says: “We 
are delighted that our local leaders have been able to 
continue to deliver their classes by going online to reach out 

to children and parents across the country and beyond. 
They have some really creative ideas to support music in 
the early years which has proven holistic benefits.” 

The enthusiastic class leaders are fully trained in the unique 
NYCOS method of early years music education, based on 
the teachings of Hungarian Composer and Educator, Zoltán 
Kodály. The leaders come from a variety of backgrounds 
and are a mix of nursery practitioners, music specialists and 
freelance professional musicians.  

Saturday classes start on 30 May.  Other classes have 
started but will have discounted rates for those starting late. 

Book now at nycos.org.uk/minisonline 

For older children, NYCOS is posting daily songs, musical 
games and activities for playing at home (or in school) 
without contact to keep developing musicianship skills and 
have fun: nycos.co.uk/daily-activities 

 

 

POSITIVITY: IDEAS FROM TRAIDCRAFT 

We’re all about looking after our mental well-being, 
especially during strange times like these. See our top tips 
on things you can do at home, to stay positive, calm and 
happy! 

Create a bedtime ritual & stick to it. 

Whether it’s a skincare routine, spraying your pillow with 
pillow mist or writing down three things you’re thankful for 
each day, make sure to do it just before you go to sleep.  

Learn a new skill.  

Remember that New Year’s Resolution to learn Spanish or 
how to play the piano? Now’s the time to get some practice 
in.  How about trying to bake a special cake? 

Get back to nature.  

Grow some herbs on your kitchen windowsill, turn your 
waste into home compost or watch the birds and animals 
who share your garden space with you… take it all in and 
breathe.  

But most of all, be kind to others and to yourself! 

 
 

 

Walkers on Ullapool Golf 
Course 

As of Friday 29 May, the course will once more 
be open to members for playing golf.  We ask all 
walkers to follow the procedures in place before 
lockdown, and, for your own safety, please keep 
to the beach side of the red marker posts along 
the shore. 

May we take this opportunity of thanking all of 
the walkers, with and without dogs, for their care 
and attention while using the course during  
lockdown.  We were pleased to be able to make 
the course available for exercise during that 
period. 

http://www.scottishopera.org.uk/


 

Marie Curie’s famous fundraising campaign goes 
virtual to recover devastated fundraising income   

Marie Curie’s famous Blooming Great Tea Party is going 
virtual this year and the charity needs tea party hosts more 
than ever before to make up for the devastating effect the 
coronavirus crisis has had on the charity’s income.  

The end of life charity is calling on you to throw a Blooming 
Virtual Tea Party from home this summer. While staying 
indoors is the new normal, throwing a virtual tea party is a 
fun way to stay connected to the ones you love during this 
time and a great way to support nurses working on the 
frontline of the crisis. 

The charity’s fundraising income has been devastated by 
the impact of lockdown measures – it had to cancel its 
Great Daffodil Appeal in March and closed all its charity 
shops shortly after. The charity needs to raise a quarter of 
a milllion pounds to fund its Scottish services.  

Vonnie Stevenson, Community Fundaiser said:  

“Our Blooming Great Tea Party looks a little different this 
year but I think everyone needs an excuse to meet up with 
their friends and family – online of course – and check in on 
the people they love. If you can do that while raising some 
money for Marie Curie, then your generous donations will 
enable us to help even more people at the end of their lives 
get the care they need in this time of uncertainty. 

“We rely on the support of the amazing public to ensure our 
nurses can keep caring for people. And while the 
coronavirus crisis has badly impacted our fundraising 
events, we hope by going virtual we’ll be able to raise the 
vital funds we need to keep supporting people in our 
communities across the North of Scotland.”          

To register as a Blooming Virtual Tea Party host visit 
www.mariecurie.org.uk/teaparty or call 0800 716 146 for 
you fundraising pack full of hints, tips, recipes and 
fundraising ideas.  

Any support you can give to our CV19 
Emergency Appeal would be hugely 
appreciated. https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/donate 

  

Marie Curie Support Line  

0800 090 2309 * 
If you’ve got questions about terminal illness or simply 
want someone to talk to, call the Marie Curie Support 
Line for free confidential support and practical 
information on all aspects of terminal illness.  
 

* Calls are free from landlines and mobile phones 

 

 

ULLAPOOL NEWS. Registered as a newspaper at 
the Post Office. 
 

DEADLINE 1pm TUESDAY for PUBLICATION 
FRIDAY 
 

POST or DELIVER BY HAND items for publication to 

ULLAPOOL NEWS OFFICE (Village Hall), Market 
Street, Ullapool IV26 2XE 

OR 

TELEPHONE entries to the Editor or Advertising 
Manager 01854 613334.  If you want to leave a 
message on our voicemail please remember to speak 
slowly and clearly, particularly if using a mobile phone, 
and always leave a contact telephone number so we 
can get back to you with any queries. 

or EMAIL 

editorial@theullapoolnews.co.uk                      

advertising@theullapoolnews.co.uk             

postalsubs@theullapoolnews.co.uk           

printing@theullapoolnews.co.uk  

treasurer@theullapoolnews.co.uk      
 

LETTERS:  The Ullapool News welcomes 
correspondence from its readers. Name and address 
must be supplied but may be withheld from publication 
on request. The Ullapool News Team reserves the right 
to edit items for publication. Contributed letters and 
articles printed in the Ullapool News do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the Ullapool News Team. 
 

ADVERTISING RATES 

FULL PAGE:  £30.00+£6.00 Vat  =  £36.00 

HALF PAGE:  £20.00+£4.00 Vat =  £24.00 

QUARTER PAGE:  £10.00+£2.00 Vat  =  £12.00 

EIGHTHPAGE:    £5.00+£1.00 Vat =  £6.00 

MINIMUM CHARGE: £3.50 + .70p Vat =  £4.20 

(to 4 lines) 

These prices apply to ready to print adverts. A further 
charge of £10.00 will be made to any requiring artwork. 

PROPERTY FOR SALE /TO LET/PROPERTY 
WANTED: 

£10.00+£2.00 Vat = £12.00 for a single column 5cm 
depth box 

BOX NUMBER CHARGE: £4.00 
 

CONCESSION RATE: 

FULL PAGE:  £15.00+£3.00 Vat  =  £18.00 

HALF PAGE:  £10.00+£2.00 Vat =  £12.00 

QUARTER PAGE:  £5.00+.£1.00 Vat  =  £6.00 

Concession rate applied at the discretion of the UN 
Team 
 

FREE of CHARGE:  Diary, For Sale (not businesses), 
Wanted, Pets Corner/Livestock, Accommodation 
Wanted, Birthdays/Weddings/Congratulations (free up 
to a ¼ page) Thanks, Acknowledgements/In Memoriam/
Deaths,  Letters, Notes and Reports 

D M Seafoods - Deli-Ca-Sea – Parletts                   

Lochbroom Filling Station - West Coast Deli  

Ullapool Shopping & Gift 

Voucher 

Buy a voucher at any of our stores to give to 

friends and family. Contribute to their weekly 

shopping or electricity and help us in this time of 

need to keep our independent village food shops 

open for now and for the future. 

£5 and £10 vouchers available 

http://www.mariecurie.org.uk/teaparty
https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/donate


Council confirms details for Household Waste 
Recycling Centres to reopen 
 The Highland Council has confirmed which of the Household 
Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC) across the region will re-
open from Monday 1st June 2020.  A phased approach to re-
opening the sites will be adopted with strict controls in place to 
help manage social distancing and to ensure the anticipated 
high number of visitors and volume of waste can be handled 
safely and efficiently. 

In the initial phase the sites are open for essential waste 
disposal only and householders are advised that journeys 
to a HWRC must only be undertaken if their waste cannot 
be stored at home safely. By this we mean the waste 
cannot be stored without causing risk of injury, or harm to 
health.  

Ullapool Recycling Centre from 1 June: Mon-Fri 9am-1pm 

Householders are urged to visit the Council’s website 
before they travel to one of these sites to check it will be 
open as planned and to find out what restrictions are in 
place. Visit www.highland.gov.uk/recycle  Further 
guidance on what to expect when visiting a HWRC is 
detailed in our Frequently Asked Questions, also available 
on the website.  

The first phase will see only cars being permitted access 
to the sites and the materials accepted will be restricted to 
bagged household waste and garden waste.  To cut down 
on time spent at the site, householders should bring 
garden waste in bags and empty the contents into the 
containers.  

The reason for the restrictions on vehicles and materials is to 
reduce the time spent at the sites by individuals, so that as 
many as people as possible can pass through the sites quickly 
and safely, enabling traffic to flow more freely. Only one person 
will be permitted to leave their vehicle to dispose of their 
waste.  Site staff are unable to assist with handling waste; 
therefore, householders should only bring waste they can carry 
and empty into the containers. 

“Over the coming weeks, once we are satisfied that the amount 
of waste and visitor numbers using the sites are at safe and 
manageable levels, we will move to Phase 2, which will see 
more types of waste being introduced to the list of items that 
are accepted.  It is vitally important that householders check 
the new guidance about using a HWRC on our website and in 
the local press before they set off or risk being turned away.” 

Traffic management systems will be in operation in the 

surrounding area of a HWRC.  Staff will be in place at the 
entrance to each site to speak with visitors and advise on 
waiting times and procedures on site. If a queue is too large, 
some vehicles may be turned away and asked to return later.   

To help reduce the spread of the of Coronavirus site staff will 
be adopting robust hygiene standards.  Householders should 
wash their hands before and after visiting a HWRC.  Please 
also observe social distancing and stay 2 metres apart from 
staff and other site users when at a HWRC. Householders are 
reminded not to visit the site if they are showing symptoms of 
Coronavirus. Strictly no commercial waste or recycling will be 
accepted. 
 

University of the Highlands and Islands intends to 
start autumn term as planned  

 The University of the Highlands and Islands has confirmed 
that it intends to start its autumn term on the usual dates, 
with the majority of higher education students beginning 
their studies on Monday 7 September. Further education 
students will also start at the times they usually would 
through their individual partner colleges and institutions.  

 The university partnership, which delivers educational 
opportunities to learners across the Highlands and Islands, 
Moray and Perthshire and beyond, will draw on its 
experience in blended learning to run courses in line with 
Scottish Government public health guidance. The approach 
will combine video conferencing and remote learning 
technologies as well as face-to-face teaching where 
possible and appropriate in order to provide a safe learning 
environment for all staff and students.  

 The university has also worked with the Highlands and 
Islands Students' Association and Comann nan Oileanach 
at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig UHI to agree that there will be no 
graduation ceremonies, either in person or virtually, during 
2020. Students who finish their courses this year will still 
receive official confirmation of their awards from the 
awarding body, with higher education students having their 
awards conferred and graduating in absentia. The university 
partnership is planning to organise events for 2021 which 
will enable graduates and guests to celebrate when it is safe 
to do so.  

 The university is still welcoming applications for courses 
starting in September. To find out about the range of 
opportunities available across the partnership or take part in 
an online open event, visit www.uhi.ac.uk.  

 

 

 

 

Ullapool Community Trust (UCT) has received a grant of £8,000 from Highland and Island Enterprise. This 
money is available for groups and projects who need funding to help maintain/deliver projects and services 
etc. during the Covid-19 pandemic.   

The funding will be allocated by the Community Benefit Fund Panel which represents the community, UCT, 
Loch Broom Renewables and the Community Council.  Funding will be allocated on an ongoing basis. 
Payments of up to £1,200 are available but larger payments will be considered by the Panel. Non-constituted 
groups and/or individuals may apply if they are sponsored by another non-profit group who can receive the 
grant on their behalf. 

Full details and application forms are available on Facebook community pages, UCT website, by email or by 
post. 

The fund is open now for applications. Please submit your application in by 1st August. Help for completing the 
forms is available from UCT. Contact details below. 

Contact : Sue Parker, Community Benefit Fund Administrator, Ullapool Community Trust, Broomview Cottage, 
Ardcharnich, by Garve, IV23 2RQ 

 Tel :01854 655 300 or  

Email: theladyparker@yahoo.co.uk 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Ftrack.vuelio.uk.com%2Fz.z%3Fl%3DaHR0cDovL3d3dy5oaWdobGFuZC5nb3YudWsvcmVjeWNsZQ%253d%253d%26r%3D12834153391%26d%3D11550292%26p%3D1%26t%3Dh%26h%3D3b3f7c40f44172445e47ff182f2257ad&data=02%7C01%7C%7
http://click.agilitypr.delivery/ls/click?upn=KBxhvkRWfipXLTZxIOoL-2BwQzC-2FWmUusgiwZxlcgq0OI-3DzsiN_O3XWFiAdWrzzrOIt72qAuIQQvOoCT95T1JWA6zHwqyVAW75iDvC-2FG-2BgjXhiUxxfc4X4dycU0S-2BGtirDzQ-2BUmGzG6CjC-2FU2DiJKC0ARz-2FEERhTh0xczKOui-2FstrMYF-2F8za90EnLK4S4aMfQv


 


